
PESTLE ANALYSIS OF SWEDEN

Investment. 4. 3. Global competitiveness Index & PESTEL Analysis. 5 Sweden was a military power in the 17th century,
but it has not participated in any war for.

Since then, over one million exchanges of the type have been manufactured and sold. In popular music, the
group ABBA became the essence of Swedish music during the s and early s. American companies in Sweden
employed , Swedes in the largest number of employees of all foreign countries doing business in Sweden.
Behaviours in Sweden are strongly balanced towards lagom or, everything in moderation. The last war in
which Sweden was directly involved was in , when Sweden by military means forced Norway into a personal
union. The executive authority of the government is vested in the cabinet, which consists of a Prime Minister
and roughly 22 Ministers who run the government departments. The Swedish model is still alive, if not as
all-encompassing as it once was. Census Bureau estimate. The Sweden Democrats gained representation in
Parliament for the first time in  The Swedish constabulary service is authorities bureau concerned with
constabulary affairs. The king initiated a building program of grand mansions and fortresses, both for defense
and to represent the new monarchy; much of this was continued by his sons in the latter half of the century. It
is made under a variety of brand names with flavors varying from virtually tasteless to sweetly spiced. Its
main priority is to protect Swedish culture and values, mostly by reducing immigration to Sweden. It became a
permanent institution in the 15th century. These employees of purchasing organization can include
information given in the publication in presentations and internal reports by providing full copyright credit to
the publisher. The country counts at least 20, indigenous Sami among its population. The World Bank ranked
Sweden 18th in ease of doing business and 43rd in ease of starting a business in  The welfare system that had
been growing rapidly since the s could not be sustained with a falling GDP, lower employment and larger
welfare payments. In , Tre Kronor became the first national hockey team to win both the Olympic and world
championships in the same year. The family in Sweden is extremely important and as such, the rights of
children are well protected. Sweden jointly ranks fifth in the list of countries with most Nobel Prize laureates
in literature. Before a case can be decided by the Supreme Court, leave to appeal must be obtained, and with
few exceptions, leave to appeal can be granted only when the case is of interest as a precedent. The issue of
whether Swedish should be declared the official language has been raised in the past, and the parliament voted
on the matter in , but the proposal narrowly failed. Pop promo director Jonas kerlund is from Sweden. Second
to football, horse sports have the highest number of practitioners, mostly women. A series of additional
reforms, such as lowering taxes on low and middle income earners, may be implemented if economic
conditions allow. This report will save hundreds of hours of your own personal research time and will
significantly benefit you in expanding your business in this market. Exhibit 2.


